LANDesk contractual update: Tom Battaglia, ACIO-IT-TSS

• Central IT has purchased LANDesk Management Suite and it is up and running for IT computer management and for central IT-supported campus departments. A detailed data sheet is available at: [http://rs.landesk.com/datasheets/landesk-management-suite-LSI-1300.pdf](http://rs.landesk.com/datasheets/landesk-management-suite-LSI-1300.pdf).
• Central IT is negotiating with LANDesk a campus-wide agreement so that campus departments can also utilize these services. The contract should be completed this month. Once this contract is in place, we will schedule a campus LANDesk demonstration.

Campus AV licensing: Joe Allred, IT-TSS

• Our Symantec campus agreement expires on June 26, 2015. We are not renewing the contract as we are transitioning from Symantec to LANDesk AV. Most units have migrated. Some will complete the process this summer. For units who are experiencing issues with the installation process, please contact Joe Allred for assistance (243-6848; joe.allred@umontana.edu).
• A request was made for further training on the LANDesk AV – perhaps a refresher short course. Joe will work with Kathy on scheduling a refresher course through the IT short course training program. We will communicate this information to Tech Partners once it’s available.

Math software licensing, Guy Shepard, Math department IT director

• Guy provided an overview of three Math software applications. Guy manages and distributes the software and Jared Sheffield, CHS IT director, oversees the purchasing process.
  o Maple: a commercial computer algebra system developed and sold by Maplesoft. UM has 100 license keys which are managed by a network manager.
  o Mathematica: a computational software program used in many scientific, engineering, mathematical and computing fields, based on symbolic mathematics. It is a network licensed application. UM has 22 license keys.
  o Matlab: a multi-paradigm numerical computing environment and fourth-generation programming language available through MathWorks. UM has 2622 concurrent licenses.
• Questions about these software applications may be directed to Guy Shepard at 243-4032 or via email at: guy.shepard@umontana.edu.

Accessibility update: Janet Sedgley, IT-ATS

• Janet mentioned that she is in the process of creating a Service Desk software review form. The form’s purpose is for requesting electronic and information technology (EIT) accessibility reviews for
software purchases not processed through GrizMart. One available, this form will be available for completion on UM’s accessibility website: [http://www.umt.edu/accessibility](http://www.umt.edu/accessibility)

- Math/stats software and accessibility. Janet is coordinating with campus statisticians to setup testing for several campus-used statistical applications.

Citrix on campus: Antony Jo, SAIT

- There are three departments on campus who use Citrix: Student Affairs, SOBA, and UM Foundation.
- SAIT and the UM Foundation use Citrix XenApp, a desktop and application delivery system. Citrix XenApp allows users to work and leverage servers rather than individual desktops. Thin clients can be used. Powerful desktops are unnecessary. SAIT has 300 concurrent licenses. Central IT uses a few of SAIT’s Citrix licenses.
- SAIT also has a Citrix Access Gateway, which allows SA users to access their work applications from off-campus.
- SOBA uses Citrix Xen Desktop, the VDI solution.
- Joe Allred mentioned that central IT has 12 kiosk computers and asked Antony if it would be possible to license these work stations through SAIT’s agreement. Joe/Kathy will follow-up with Antony about this.
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